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VBN - Lesson 7 

Setting Yourself Up to Succeed  

Making Time  
It's true, you don't have time for networking ... there are 
clients and meetings and research and contracts and 
meetings, etc., etc.  But, if you want to make your work-life 
more rewarding, make time for networking!  

Networking is the single most powerful marketing tactic to 
accelerate and sustain success for any individual or organization!  

Think progress, not perfection.  Plan to take action.  For example, build the time you need into your Thursday 
afternoon reflection time.  

Let’s say you decide there are 20 people who are critical to your current and future success.  If you plan to 
interact with them every three months, that’s only 80 interactions a year … seven a month, less than 2 per 
week.  

If you spend 15 minutes on the phone with these people, that’s half an hour a week.  In 15 minutes you can 
write a personal note.  You KNOW you have that much time every week … don’t you? It’s a matter of focus 
and priority. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
“It’s never too late or too early. 

Right now is a good time.” 

 

Everything you could have been, all the accolades you could have won and all the achievements 
that have been nagging at your mind until now, didn't happen for one reason only.  

You procrastinated. 
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Maybe You Don’t Have to Do it All by Yourself 

Coordinated Selling and Relationship Grids 

An important aspect of Value Based Networking is coordinating the efforts of a sales organization that is selling 
into large business opportunity. To optimize the value created for the client organization the sales executive 
has to form a partnership with his/her clients. This means understanding the client’s needs and optimizing the 
coverage at all levels within the target organization. To position yourself as a value sales executive versus a 
commodity sales executive, you need to build relationships at senior levels long before a decision is needed. 

There may be 5-10 senior executives where relationships are needed across a target company.  This is most 
effectively done in coordinated fashion across a whole sales team assigned to support an account.  

By mapping the right people in the selling organization to the right customer people you can optimize value 
creation.   

Focusing on value creation has a side benefit in that when an organization is clearly focused on value creation 
it will learn which byproducts are most important to the customer.  This allows optimization of special 
packaging, pricing or product support being offered.   It also sets up more efficient selling of subsequent deals 
over a multi-year period.  

The following diagram is an example of a relationship grid for a business to business sales group. 

This technique should be part of an Account Planning process where your team systematically thinks through 
and documents the goals and relationships that are key to customer value creation.  Our experience is this can 
be particularly powerful if part of the planning is done jointly with the customer.  

 

You’ll find a spreadsheet with explanation and blank worksheets that you can use on the website under Resources.  

 

CEO CFO CIO Purchasing CEO CFO CIO Purchasing 

  Priority Existing 
Accounts  

Microsoft Frank Miller Bill Sokal/ 
Frank  

John 
Getz/Sandra

April 
Jones/Michele

John 
Terrance/Sean

Dell Jim Dryburgh Tom 
Delany/Jim

Victor Smoltz  

Qualcomm Ron Collier Gary 
Granger/Lori

John 
Schwartz

Sam Rawson Riaz Bendali / 
Jim

American Express Caroline Hicks John 
Bender/Carol

Michael Swift Dorothy Maddox

  Prospect Accounts  

Pinnacle Power Sandra Ball Frank Watson 
/ Jim 

Brian Turcott John Bailey

Toyota Steve Hill Bill Kamper  / 
Steve

Bill Esterhazy Adam Gomez

GM Jim Dryburgh Frank 
Bigelow/ Jim 

Peter West Mary  Grange 

Next Steps 

Account Sales Executive 

Target Exec / Contact

Identified 
No progress 

Relationship Grid 
Close ongoing relationship

Some contact  / building phase 

LEGEND for CURRENT STATUS
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Are you leveraging all the resources you have to optimize your networking? 
Most organizations have very capable senior people in support roles.  They may come in a variety of titles: 

• Executive Administrators 
• Secretaries  
• Project managers 
• Process managers 
• Customer service reps 

When you are reaching out to meet with a key target relationship what is your first contact with their office?  It 
is usually someone who answers their phone and manages their calendar.  If this person is on side with your 
request how does that improve your odds of success?  These people are also great sources of information on 
what is important to your relationship target. 

Why ask someone to play golf that hates golf?  If you are sending them a gift, how about something that will 
really resonate with them because they are a collector or fan?   

Think of the power if your support resource had built “relationships” with the support staff of your target?  This 
works highly effectively in business to business situations where you have built a relationship grid.  Every 
executive in your grid has a support person that could be a target relationship for your support person. 

Here’s an idea − Have your support people hold a series of luncheons for the support people that are the 
gatekeepers to the time of key executives in your relationship grid.  Think of facilitating them to create their 
own support network. 

This is a great opportunity for the people in support roles.  Remember all your value comes as a by-product of 
creating value for others.  This is the power of social networking applied to a practical problem of leverage.  

 Let’s flip this around and consider your opportunities when you are invited to join a group. 

• What industry groups do your target relationships belong to? 

• How could you join these groups? 

• Who are the key organizers or coordinators of these groups? 

• How could you volunteer or add value to these groups? 

• If a group does not exist could you create one? 

Many readers will be saying but I don’t have enough time?  But that’s just not true.  We all have the same 
amount of time … 24-hours a day and 7-days a week.  The question is:  “Are you investing your time or 
spending it?”   

Think through the synergy of all your target networks including family, friends and business.  How can you 
make them part of value based activities or events where you are the center.  Remember all you have to do is 
reach out, touch lives and add value.  You don’t have to worry about your objectives because the world will 
deliver everything you need for your success as long as you are the center of value creation for others.  This is 
the power of the law of reciprocity. 
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Harnessing the Power of Many 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can interconnect your networks for more leverage 

Bring your contacts together to meet each other, learn from each other and share common issues and/or 
points of view. 

For instance, on a personal note, use sports or experiential events like golf, spectator sports or mountain 
biking.  Invite a group of them for a dinner party or barbeque, a concert or local community event, or simply 
breakfast, lunch or dinner at a local club or restaurant.  

I once brought together three CFO’s from three separate but non-competing companies for a lunch to discuss 
common issues and concerns.  They all said afterward it was one of the most valuable 2 hours they had ever 
spent.  

For a business event, invite them to participate on public service committees you are involved with or to 
sponsor charity tables.  Ask them to take part in your meetings, perhaps provide their perspective of your 
company to your staff or you can offer to make a presentation to their meetings.  Offer to get them together 
with their counterpart in your company to share best practices and discuss solutions to common problems. 
 

In Summary 

We’ve given you a lot of ideas to think about in this Lesson: 

1. Making Time – Book your calendar with two 15 minutes slots every week for proactive phone calls or 
notes.  

2. Relationship Grids – Pull your team together and create these for all of your major accounts. Then 
hold the team (and yourself) accountable for making those relationships thrive. Use the People Profiler 
to get a handle on the Communication styles of the people in the grid and match them with the 
appropriate person on your team. 

3. Leveraging Your Resources – Study your relationship grids and look at how people inside your 
organization can connect with theirs. We have a number of clients who have set up Executive Assistant 
Luncheons between client EAs and their own. 

Desired 
Network 

Internal 
Business - 

Matrix 

External 
Business 

Spiritual 

Family 

Community Hobbies 

Friends 

Career 

Internal 
Business 
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EXERCISE 9 – What activities could you leverage? 
Print Exercise #9 and complete the form. 
What are some activities you could leverage for both individuals in your networks and for groups? 

Who What Activities 
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